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WEEK  LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
(NATIONAL CURRICULUM 
OR CHRIS QUIGLY) 

INTENDED OUTCOME CROSS-
CURRICULAR 
LINKS 

 
1 
 
 

To develop fielding skills 
in rounders. 

Fielding Skills 
 
To perform fielding skills in a skill drill (catching, throwing, aiming). 
 
To set up a rounders game and self-score, with support. 
 
To select and apply fielding skills to a game situation, making tactical decisions about 
where to field the ball to. 

N/A 

 
2 
 
 

To develop bating skills 
in a rounders match 

Batting Skills 
 
To perform basic batting technique in a skill drill 
 
To set up a rounders game and self-score, with support. 
 
To select and apply batting technique to a game situation, making tactical decisions 
about where to strike the ball. 

N/A 

 
3 
 
 

To develop bowling 
skills in rounders. 

Bowling Skills 
 
To perform basic bowling  technique in a skill drill 
 
To set up a rounders game and self-score, with support. 
 
To select and apply bowling technique to a game situation, making tactical decisions 
about where to keep hold of the ball and when to release to the bases 

N/A 

 
4 
 

To develop selection 
and application of 
fielding skills in a game 

Short barrier Skills 
To be able to use the short barrier technique. 
 

N/A 
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 of rounders To set up a rounders game and self-score, with support. 
 
To make effective decisions in a game situation preventing a team from scoring 
rounders.  

 
5 
 
 

To develop officiating 
knowledge and skills in 
rounders 

Officiating  Skills 
 
To develop umpiring skills by calling no balls and identifying high, low, body balls and 
wides.  
 
To make correct decisions regarding bowling, and calling ins and outs on the bases.   
 
To clearly communicate decisions to players.  

PSHE - rules 

6 and 7 
 
 
 

To develop tactical 
awareness in rounders.  

Batting and Fielding  Skills 
 
To outwit opponents by application of simple tactics.  
 
To male correct decisions regarding, bowling and calling ins and outs at the bases. 
 
To clearly communicate all in field decisions to the players.  

N/A 

8 To evaluate and 
improve performance of 
rounders 

Evaluating  Skills 
 
To identify key rounders techniques and skills. 
 
To observe players and evaluate performances. 
 
To suggest improvements to improve performances.  

Literacy – 
evaluating, 
development.  

 


